
St. Cecilia’s Public School 
Winners at State Level Competitions with exuberant performances 

 

“Skill is only developed by hours and hours of work”  – Usain Bolt 
 

 
Ganeev Kaur 

 
                          Hiranya Jain                                                             Nitika Sharma 

The school takes immense pride in mentioning the outstanding achievements of our Cecilians at Inter Zonal 

and State Level Competitions. Our Commitment to fostering artistic talents and providing a platform for 

students to excel in realm of music is reflected in the remarkable accomplishments showcased by our 

talented performers. 

The Zonal competition on 29th August 2023 unveiled the stupendous performance of our students. Hiranya 

Jain clinched FIRST POSITION in the Vocal solo semi classical, junior Girls category, affirming her commitment 

to musical excellence. GANEEV KAUR showcased her musical dominance securing FIRST POSITION in vocal 

solo classical, senior Girls category while Nitika Sharma added diversity to our achievements by attaining 2nd 

Position in Light Music, Junior Girls. 

At the Inter Zonal competition held at Govt. Sarvoday Vidyalaya, Paschim Vihar on 8th November 2023. Our 

students added another feather in the cap by accomplishing the desired goal. In the vocal solo semi-Classical, 

Junior Girls category Hiranya Jain secured First position by her captivating performance. This victory not only 

demonstrated her musical prowess but also reflected the dedication of the student and school in nurturing 

extra ordinary talents. Ganeev Kaur in the Vocal solo classical, Senior Girls Category, showcased exceptional 

skills and passion, securing FIRST position and bringing laurels to our institution by making herself eligible for 

the state entry. The State Level Zonal Competition was held at SKV No-2, Punjabi Bagh on 8th December 2023. 

Wherein Ganeev Kaur maintained her steller performance at the state level by securing SECOND POSITION in 

vocal solo classical, Senior Girls category, further highlighting the depth of talent nurtured in the school. 

Cecilian prodigies undoubtedly came out with roaring success. Madam Principal applauded the worthy efforts 

of the students and congratulated all at the accomplishment. 


